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Abstract—This study analyzed the creativity of student teams participating in an exploratory information system development project (ISDP) and examined antecedents of their creativity. By using partial least squares (PLS) to analyze a sample of thirty-six teams enrolled in an information system department project training course that required three semesters of project-based lessons, the results found social capitals (structural, relational and cognitive social capital) positively influence knowledge integration. However, relational social capital does not significantly influence knowledge integration. Knowledge integration positively affects team creativity. This study also demonstrated that social capitals significantly influence team creativity through knowledge integration. The implications of our findings for future research are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Creativity is often considered an important source of competitive advantage requires. Continuous renewal is required for contemporary organizations. In software companies, creating new knowledge is increasingly important for establishing sustainable and competitive advantage [12]. Project teams are a basic unit in the software company operations [35]. Promoting team creativity is therefore a major requirement for software companies in the years to come. Thus, contemporary educational units must increase creativity of information system development project (ISDP) teams and provide training for teams to produce creative results.

Group collaboration has become rather a popular approach in organizations [45]. Educational researchers and practitioners have long advocated the need to equip students with collaborative learning skills [31], which are essential for 21st century workforce. Collaborative learning is essential for effective brainstorming, which is an effective method of stimulating team creativity [39]. Creative behavior/product within an ISDP team seems to be promoted by expertise integration [44]. Reference [44] indicated team creativity results from integration of individually held expertise of team members. Besides, they show relational social capital influences ISD team creativity through expertise integration. Numerous interactions occur among team members during the collaborative learning process [29], [21]. These interactions constitute the social capital of such teams [38].

Previous researchers indicated interpersonal interaction is an important factor of creativity [47]. Reference [44] demonstrated interpersonal interaction (relational social capital) influences creativity via knowledge integration.

However, the influences of structural social capital and cognition social capital on creativity are less addressed. The purpose of this study is to fill the void by establishing an analytical model for empirically testing the relationships among social capital, knowledge integration, and creativity in ISDP student teams.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND HYPOTHESES

A. Creativity of Information System Development Teams

Teams are groups that cooperate to achieve a common goal [10], [19]. Creativity is often defined as the development novel and useful ideas [2], [30], [33], [42].

Reference [11] indicated software development is using information technologies and development methods to develop a software or system. Information system development (ISD) includes many activities such as system analysis and design, programming, testing and maintain. The members of an ISD team who are responsible for software development typically have diverse backgrounds and knowledge [8]. Most ISDs employ “project teams” to perform development tasks [27], [35], [47]. In information system development project (ISDP) teams, team members cooperate in various project-related matters, develop solutions from various views and combine individual outcomes or ideas into systems. Thus, this study defined creativity as any proposal of a new and useful idea by an ISDP team during information system development.

B. Collaborative Learning

Collaborative learning is an instructional approach in which a small number of learners interact and share knowledge and skills in order to achieve a specific learning goal [28]. Collaborative or cooperative learning is the instructional use of small teams where peer interaction plays a key role in learning [41]. Cooperative learning requires team members to work together to maximize their own learning and that of other team members [29]. Team-oriented work environments enable for employees to learn from colleagues with expertise and to help one another through working together and sharing information [25], [32]. Cooperation, coordination, and collective approaches to work are all desirable characteristics of knowledge creation, sharing, and the overall learning process [7], [13], [15], [23], [26]. Many tasks in an ISDP are interdependent. For example, programmers must program according to documents produced by system analysts. Project leaders, system analysts and programmers must co-work. If some members fail to complete their tasks, the team cannot succeed. Thus, the ISDP student team in this study was instructed as in collaborative learning.
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C. Social capital and Knowledge Integration

Reference [18] proposed the concept of knowledge integration capability and interpreted three related characteristics: the efficiency of integration, the scope of integration, and flexibility. The efficiency of integration refers to organizational ability to rapidly and effectively use knowledge possessed by individual members. Three factors are important in determining the efficiency of integration. (1) The level of common knowledge among members, including common language, knowledge and culture, determines knowledge sharing speed and thus influences integrating efficiency. (2) Frequency and variability of task performance: integrating efficiency increases with reducing variation of routines. (3) Structure: organizational structures must be designed to help organize activities such as to reduce the extent and intensity of communication needed for knowledge integration. The scope of integration means that the improvement on knowledge span increases organizational capability. The flexibility of integration describes the extent of existing capabilities to encompass additional types of knowledge and the reconfiguration of existing knowledge to new capabilities.

Reference [6] defined knowledge integration as the process of combining, applying and absorbing different types of knowledge. Furthermore, Tiwana, Bharadwaj and Sambamurthy [43] defined knowledge integration as a process via which organizations absorb outside knowledge and combine external knowledge, internal techniques and domain knowledge. Researchers expanded organizational knowledge integration capability to team knowledge integration capability, and defined team-level knowledge integration capability as teams having the ability to combine individual ideas and information to create team-level products [37]. Reference [44] expressed that knowledge integration synthesizes individual expertise at the project level.

As described above, this study defined knowledge integration capability as the ability of a team to merge team member knowledge at the project level to achieve project targets. Restated, team knowledge integration capability refers to the ability of team members to recognize knowledge applicable to a project, share and acquire required knowledge under the project structure, understand the complement and correlation among different types of knowledge, and flexibly combine diverse knowledge types to accomplish project tasks.

Reference [40] defined social capital as “features of social organization, such as trust, norms, and networks that can improve the efficiency of society by facilitating coordinated actions.” Reference [34] also defined social capital as “the sum of the actual and potential resources embedded within, available through, and derived from the network of relationships possessed by an individual or social unit.” Social relationships are considered social capital [38].

Three proposed dimensions of social capital are structural, relational and cognitive dimensions [34]. The structural dimension refers to the connections between actors. The relational dimension is personal relationships which people have developed with each other through a history of interactions. The cognitive dimension refers to resources used to share representations and interpretations among parties.

ISD team members with high structural social capital can know what knowledge other members have [22], [34], thus, they can recognize knowledge applicable to a project and understand the complement and correlation among different types of knowledge. Besides, ISD team members with high structural social capital can connect to each other [22], [34], so, they can share and acquire required knowledge. The above discussion of the relationship between structural social capital and knowledge integration suggests the following hypothesis:

H1: Structural social capital influences knowledge integration.

Relational capital means there are strong relationships among members [22], [34]. ISD team members with strong relationships are intimate, trust each other and provide help to others. Thus, ISD team members with high relational capital can trust knowledge which is provided from team members to enhance the efficiency of integration. Thus, the following hypothesis is proposed:

H2: Relational social capital influences knowledge integration.

Cognitive capital refers to individuals having common understanding and interpretations [22], [34]. In an ISD team, database managers and programmers with cognitive capital share the common language needed to communicate with other team members, to understand knowledge held by other team members and to exchange information. The common language can facilitate knowledge integration. Thus, the following hypotheses are proposed:

H3: Cognitive social capital influences knowledge integration.

D. Knowledge Integration and Creativity of ISD Team

Reference [3] noted that creative thinking skill is crucial in developing individual/team creativity. According to the knowledge integration theory of Grant [18], an organization with good knowledge integration capability can combine new and old knowledge or recombine existing knowledge to produce creativity. Knowledge integration capability thus is a key mean of developing creativity.

The above discussion of the relationship between knowledge integration and team creativity suggests the following hypothesis:

H4: Knowledge integration influences team creativity.

Fig. 1 shows the model for exploring the relationships among social capital, knowledge integration and team creativity.
III. METHOD

A. Subjects

This study investigated student teams which had been asked to develop information systems. The tasks for these teams include developing e-learning system, on-line community system, and project management system and so on. These teams are consisting of 5-7 students of information management department of a Taiwan university. Each student attended to a project team of project training course for three semesters.

B. Investigation Procedures

Before the final report of the project training course of the third semester, each student and the instructor of each team were asked to complete the questionnaire. Students were asked to answer the items related to social capital and knowledge sharing in the project training course. Students were required to return the questionnaire to the author. Thirty-eight teams (224 members) were surveyed. Eight students dropped out of the class. All the other members of the thirty-eight project teams (216 members) completed the questionnaires. The response rate was 100%. The instructor of each team was also asked to answer the items related to team creativity. All instructors (25 teachers) completed and returned the 38 questionnaires, providing a valid response rate of 100%.

C. Measures

All variables in the survey were measured on a Likert-type scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). The scale developed by Hooff and Huysma [22] was modified to include items for structural social capital, relational social capital, and cognitive social capital. The reliabilities for the scales of Hooff and Huysma [22] were 0.76, 0.76, and 0.63. The items of knowledge integration were drawn from Tiwana and McLean [44]. The reliability of knowledge integration scale of Tiwana and McLean [44] was 0.95. All students responded to the questionnaires, which included items regarding structural social capital, relation social capital, cognitive social capital and knowledge integration. The team creativity items developed by Zhou and George [48], with some modification, were also measured. In a study by Zhou and George [48], creativity had a reliability of 0.96. Team creativity questionnaires for each team were completed by their instructor, who guided the student team in completing the ISDP.

IV. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

A. Aggregation Tests

This study justified the aggregation of responses via test inter-rater agreement ($r_{wg}$) and used ANOVA to test whether between-group variance was sufficient to warrant team-level modeling.

Testing for team-level effects required the aggregation of structural social capital, relational social capital, cognitive social capital and knowledge integration by team member scores. This study tested the suitability of such an aggregation for examining between-group differences and within-group agreement for these measures [17]. Reference [4] demonstrated that one-way ANOVA can be used to test between-group differences. The analytical results indicated that all between-group variances for the four constructs significantly exceeded the within-group variances.

Within-group agreement ($r_{wg}$) was estimated using the method developed by James, Demaree and Wolf [24], which assesses within-group consistency using ratings on a common scale. According to George [16], an $r_{wg}$ exceeding 0.7 indicates within-group agreement. In this study, the analytical results showed that knowledge integration of two teams had $r_{wg}$ coefficients of 0.5, which was lower than 0.7. The data for the two teams was therefore excluded. Four constructs of data for the other team (thirty-six teams, 204 members) were suitable for aggregation by averaging the scores of team members.

B. PLS Analysis

Partial least squares (PLS) method was used for data analysis. The PLS method is a component-based approach for measuring construct reliability and validity and for estimating the relationships among constructs [46]. The PLS method can accommodate numerous variables as well as direct, indirect and moderating effects [1]. The research model in this study included several variables and explored direct and indirect effects. Thus, PLS was a suitable data analysis technique.
1. Measurement Model

The reliability, internal consistency and validity of the measurements were assessed. Reference [36] indicated that construct internal reliability should exceed 0.7. Reference [5] recommended a value of 0.7 to establish composite reliability. Alpha coefficients for all constructs exceeded 0.7, as did the values for composite reliability of constructs. All constructs were thus reliable, as listed in Table I.

Reference [9] indicated that, when estimating the measurement model, the reflective scale must assess indicator factor loading. This study assessed internal validity based on indicator loadings. Reference [20] noted that the indicator loadings must exceed 0.3. Table I lists the loading and t-value of all indicators. All path loadings of reflective indicators exceeded 0.3 (p < 0.05), which was significant. Therefore, all indicators exhibited validity. This study assessed convergent validity based on average variance extracted (AVE). Reference [14] indicated that an AVE score exceeding 0.5 is acceptable. Table I shows that the AVE of each construct exceeded the minimum acceptable value. The measurements exhibit convergent validity.

Finally, instrument discriminant validity was verified by examining the square root of AVE as recommended by Fornell and Larcker [14]. The results listed in Table II confirm the discriminant validity. The square root of the AVE for each construct exceeded the correlations involving the construct [9].

2. Structural Model

Table III shows the results of PLS tests of the proposed hypotheses. Fig. 2 shows that the mediating effect can be divided into two different parts. The first is from independent variable to mediator and the second is from mediator to dependent variable. The independent variable-to-mediator relationships are shown in the first three rows of Table III. The results indicated that structural social capital positively and significantly affected knowledge integration, (β = 0.35, p < 0.05), that relational social capital did not significantly influence knowledge integration, (β = 0.17, p > 0.05), and that cognitive social capital significantly related to knowledge integration, (β = 0.44, p < 0.05), which supported H1a and H1c respectively. However, H2b is not supported. The results indicated that mediator (knowledge integration) significantly and positively affected team creativity (β = 0.76, p < 0.05). H2 is supported. Fig. 2 shows the results for the proposed research model.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of this study indicate that structural social capital and cognitive social capital significantly associate with knowledge integration, and knowledge integration is a critical role as a mediator between social capital and team creativity. Social capitals explained 73% of the variance in knowledge integration. Knowledge integration explained 57% of the variance in team creativity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE III</th>
<th>THE RESULTS OF PLS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mediator</td>
<td>Dependent variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge integration</td>
<td>Team creativity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient</td>
<td>T-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural social capital</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relational social capital</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* indicates p < 0.05.

These team members need to combine various knowledge and skills to complete their project. In a team with high social capital, the team member can know what knowledge other members have (structural capital) and share the common language to understand complement among knowledge which held by other team members (cognitive capital). In a cooperative learning context, social capital (structural and relational capital) assists team members in executing knowledge integration activities.

However, the results of this study indicate no significant association between relational social capital and knowledge integration. The finding is not as expectation. ISDP student teams in this study already had very high relational social capital (mean=4.72). Therefore, it may be not possible for an ISD team which has higher relational social capital than other teams to have better knowledge integration.

Although the research findings provide meaningful implications, this study has some limitations. It did not measure how team members’ social capital and knowledge integration activities change over time. All measures were taken at a single point in time. Besides, the results were obtained within the context of ISDP student teams and need further validation across other software development teams. Therefore, the results of our study may have to be carefully interpreted.
Fig. 2 PLS results for the proposed research model

Notes---Nonsignificant path; significant path are in boldface (p < 0.05)
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